Three-dimensional eye, head, and chest orientations after large gaze shifts and the underlying neural strategies.
1. The fixation orientations adopted by the eye, head, and chest were examined when all three were allowed to participate in gaze shifts to visual targets. The objective was to discover whether there are invariant, neurally determined laws governing these orientations that might provide clues to the processes of perception and motor control. This is an extension of the classical studies of eye-only saccades that determined that there is only one eye orientation for each gaze direction (Donders' law) and that the rotations necessary to take the eye from a reference orientation to all other orientations adopted are about axes that lie in a plane (Listing's law). 2. The three-dimensional orientations of the static eyes, head, and chest were measured after each gaze shift to a visual target, the targets having been fixed at positions ranging from 0 to 135 degrees to the left and right of center and 45 degrees up and down. These measurements were taken of seven human subjects by means of the search coil technique with coils attached to the sternum, head, and right eye. Orientations were plotted as quaternion vectors so that those orientations obeying Donders' law formed a surface and those obeying Listing's law formed a plane. 3. The orientations adopted by the eye, head, and chest were found to be a small subset of those possible under the biomechanical and task-imposed constraints. Thus there is a neurally implemented restriction, specifically of the rotation of the eye relative to space (i.e., the orientation variable es) and to the head (eh); also of the rotation of the head relative to space (hs) and to the chest (hc), and the rotation of the chest relative to space (cs). Plotted as quaternion vectors, the data for each orientation variable formed a characteristic surfacelike shape. In the case of es, hs, and hc these were twisted surfaces, whereas for eh the surface was planar and for cs it was nearly linear. Thus to a first approximation each of the orientation variables conformed to Donders' law. 4. The eye adopted a pointing (gaze) direction that has the ratio of vertical to horizontal components generally greater than one when fixating each of the corner targets. The chest, by contrast, moved almost entirely in the horizontal direction, whereas the head performed an intermediate role. 5. The es-, hs-, and hc-fitted surfaces and cs-fitted lines were titled remarkably little from the vertical axis (i.e., the gravity direction) despite larger tilts being possible.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)